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MARIE CURIE: A LESSON IN LAPSED TIME
AND RESTAGED STORIES
Esten Garey
Certain decisions in human history markedly shift the course of millions, or
billions, of lives. Marie and Pierre Curie’s discovery of radioactivity in 1898
did just that. Their new understanding of the dynamic nature of atoms
snowballed into massive changes in physics, medicine, and warfare. The
passage of time only broadened the ways the Curies’ advancements touched
humanity, even to the present day. Marie Curie lived a fascinating, moving,
and inspiring life while simultaneously changing the world forever. Her story
has been told many times and in many ways. In 1943, Mervyn LeRoy directed
Madame Curie, a biographical portrait of Marie Curie’s early life and research
discoveries. This charming movie leaves the audience inspired by her life’s
work. Two years later, the United States dropped an atomic bomb on
Hiroshima. Curie had discovered the power buried deep within an atom, and
while her research has been used to save countless lives through medicine, we
find the implications of her work to be much more complex. In 2011, exactly
100 years after Marie Curie won the Novel Prize for Chemistry (Pasachoff
63), Lauren Redniss published Radioactive: Marie & Pierre Curie, a Tale of Love
and Fallouta graphic novel that puts Marie’s tale in a new light. When
compared to the 1943 film, Radioactive illustrates the effects of lapsed time on
narrative due to retrospective historical context, leading to differences in
detail selection, tone, and character portrayal.
Madame Curie excludes from itself essentially all the societal impacts of
Marie Curie’s discovery. The movie’s time frame is brief; it extends from the
early 1890’s when Marie met Pierre to 1906, the year of Pierre’s death, with a
brief conclusion at Marie’s speech upon receiving a Nobel prize in later life. It
does not seem that the movie’s purpose was to imbed Marie Curie’s life in the
context of broader history. In comparison, Radioactive tells stories throughout
the whole twentieth century and into the early 2000’s, and while the graphic
novel had much more history to work with, there were already moments that
the movie omitted. For example, Marie passionately aided in the World War I
effort by inventing and driving mobile X-ray machines to the front lines to
save wounded soldiers. Each of these 18 “petites Curies” aided in the
treatment of as many as 10,000 men (Redniss 156). If Madame Curie had
wanted to share what Marie’s discovery had done for the world, it most likely
could have been presented in a very positive and impactful manner. However,
the movie focuses almost entirely on the relationship between Marie and
Pierre and the long road they travelled to the discovery of radium. That said,
there are, if fact, a few commonalities between the details chosen in the movie
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and in the graphic novel. Both emphasize the grueling process the Curies
undertook to discover the new radioactive elements. Both works excellently
portray the complementary pair’s passionate love for one another by
contrasting Marie and Pierre’s reserved former selves to the way they come
alive when their stories (and laboratories) intertwine. However, the passage of
time provided Lauren Redniss with many more stories from the “fallout” of
Marie’s research. Redniss interjects these stories throughout her entire work.
One major focus of the graphic novel is nuclear warfare and harmful
radiation. Madame Curie was released two years before the dropping of the first
wartime atomic bomb. The movie never mentions this dark side of Marie’s
research because it had not fully entered the broader story at that point.
Redniss, by contrast, has the obligation to include the atomic bombs in her
story, because that became one of the biggest impacts of the Curies’ research.
In the graphic novel, the moment Marie discovers radioactive decay, Redniss
quotes “I coined the word radioactivity” (46-47). In the movie, the moment of
discovery is a moment of undoubted triumph and progress. However,
because Redniss has the benefit of hindsight, she reveals the complexity of
such a groundbreaking discovery by placing that quote over a two-page image
of a nuclear warhead test detonation. After this point, Redniss often breaks
from the Curies’ story to share highly specific accounts that together point to
the greater narrative. She includes an interview from a woman who was a
teenager in Hiroshima during the first nuclear blast. She notes the birth of
Oppenheimer who would become a physicist to work on the Manhattan
Project. She shares images of beautiful mutant roses from the nuclear reactor
meltdown area in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, directly interrupting an essential
point in Marie’s story: her husband’s death. Another example of an
interjection topic is the rise of Spiritualism, whose origin can be largely
attributed to the mysterious nature of the radioactive atoms in Marie’s work.
Charlotte Bigg, an author and reviewer in scientific literature, comments on
Redniss’s ability to steadily make these topical transitions without a major
tone shift, saying “Redniss’s characteristically sober and evenhanded
treatment of all the facets of her story makes for a subtle, differentiated
history of nuclear research and its applications into the twenty-first century”
(Bigg 179). Radioactive presents a unique take on nuclear history by smoothly
intertwining Marie’s story with the bigger picture. When compared to the
movie Madame Curie, the graphic novel tells not a different story, but a
broader one.
Radioactive seeks to place Marie Curie’s story in the broader historical
and scientific context, which creates a large difference in tone when
compared to Madame Curie. Both the movie and the novel emphasize the
mysterious nature of the Curies’ research. However, the movie portrays
radioactivity as a sort of treasure locked away in seven tons of pitch blend,
while the novel gives this unknown entity a haunting effect. The movie
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depicts a beaming jewel (smudge) as Marie and Pierre gaze at their work
triumphantly in the dark. The only hint that there could be terrible or
dangerous forces hidden in their work lies in a brief scene where Marie visits
the doctor about burns on her hands. He recommends that she stop her
work, because “It is not impossible that [the burns] might develop into a
cancerous nature” (LeRoy). However, Pierre and Marie overcome their fear
by discussing and taking extra precautions, and the destructive effects of
Marie’s radiation are never discussed again. On the other hand, because of
Redniss’s repeated interjections, radioactivity takes on a darker, more
mysterious tone. The graphic novel makes clear that it eats away at Marie and
anyone who has prolonged exposure to it. Descriptions of deteriorating
jawbones and images of sterile roses are but a couple of the many examples
Redniss provides. Having collected many of the pieces – cancer, Spiritualism,
and nuclear warfare – it is no wonder why Redniss employs a much darker
tone than what is in the 1943 film, and why her illustrations can be offputting or haunting. Bigg compares her style to a fairy-tale because it has a
“somber, even chilling dimension,” yet the work is nonetheless “supported
with extensive quotations from interview and reproductions of original
documents,” so the reader should not underestimate the book’s accuracy
(Bigg 179). Lapsed time has shown how the discovery of radioactivity
influenced many broken pieces of human history. In 1943, Madame Curie did
not have this greater perspective of what would come; the “fallout” of the
research had not yet fully arrived. Thus, the movie and the novel show a stark
contrast in focus and tone.
One area in which both Radioactive and Madame Curie are quite similar
is their portrayal of Marie, in her heroism and her love for Pierre. One might
think, through all the nuclear catastrophe highlighted in Radioactive, that
Redniss would see Curie as less of a hero and more of the unintentional
beginning for many world problems. However, the book still portrays Curie
in a similar light to the movie. Marie worked tirelessly to achieve scientific
progress, and she overcame. The movie ends with applause celebrating one of
Curie’s speeches later in life. The novel emphasizes the high honors she
achieved, including being the first woman to win a Nobel prize, and being the
first human to win it twice. Both Radioactive and Marie Curie portray Marie as a
conqueror, and as someone who is rightly admired.
Some might even say that Radioactive portrays Marie in a better light
because Redniss has hindsight on the woman-scientist stereotypes we see in
popular media. Alberto Elena, an instructor of film at the Autonomous
University of Madrid, challenges the Madame Curie by writing, “The film’s
viewpoint, like that of the biography on which it is based, is consistently one
of surprise at the phenomenon of a woman scientist. Echoing the way Eve
Curie shows the first meeting and growing attraction between her parents, the
film asserts Pierre’s surprise at finding a competent colleague who is also a
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woman” (Elena 275). This critic also notes several scenes in which Madame
Curie depicts Marie in dependence to her husband and conforming to family
molds (275-276). They continue to say that the film “might be seen as simply
a reflection of the age in which it was made,” but since then “the cinema has
insisted on reaffirming the validity of these values: half a century later, film
after film asserts the same view of women in science” (276). However, while
Madame Curie may slip into some unfortunate stereotypes, I believe it strongly
conveys Marie’s outstanding qualities as a scientist, not despite her
womanhood, but alongside that fact. Both the film and the book tell Marie and
Pierre’s love story in such a way that neither takes the forefront. They are a
complimentary pair, a passionate yet functional relationship. If anything,
Pierre is the one who follows Marie after her own successes and dreams.
While, yes, Radioactive has a natural advantage at speaking to the modern
audience, Madame Curie also successfully portrays a woman scientist who
breaks the mold.
The passage of time naturally requires that the same stories be told in
new and fresh ways. Marie Curie’s biography has been shared many times and
been set in numerous contexts and mediums. Thus, Redniss’s extreme stylistic
and literary decisions make her graphic novel stand out among the many
accounts of Marie Curie and among the nuclear historical records. One reader
describes it as “an astonishingly fresh account of this often clichéd story of
love and science by giving a lot of space to quotations from original source
materials and framing them in a poetic but effective narrative” (Bigg 179).
Another reviewer notes, “More than half a century after the detonation of Fat
Man, Lauren Redniss has used art to reconcile [parts of] radioactivity’s
emotional history through a restaging of Marie Curie’s biography” (Shell 176).
“Restaging” is a wonderful word to describe the discrepancies between
Madame Curie and Radioactive, namely in that Redniss has restaged this longtold-tale to creatively incorporate the most recent developments. Without
such artistic reframing, there would be no reason to write a retelling any story.
History is complex. There are multiplies perspectives to each and every story.
The passage of time impacts people’s biographies even after their death, just
as the consequences of our own actions will ripple into future generations.
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